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Chatsworth East - Year 6 Exhibition
On the 3rd of May the whole of Year 5
went to the Chatsworth East campus to
visit the Year 6 exhibition. There were a
few rooms in which groups of about 4-5
people planned activities for us to do.
The activities were based on the topics
that the kids chose. For example: Child
Abuse, Ocean Pollution, Plastic Pollution
and Animal Abuse. We could also buy
stuff from the stalls such as Reusable
straws, bags etc.
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I really enjoyed going to the East campus because the exhibition activities
were really fun. I also learned a lot about exhibition which is important to
me because I am in Year 5 which means I will be doing exhibition next year.
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- by Conrad Scott
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Images of Singapore
Y3 went on a field trip to Sentosa to look at the museum,
Images of Singapore. We saw what Singapore was like in the
past like the fishing village, the cinema, how the Japanese
invaded Singapore.
It was really interesting. We were going to Sentosa because
of our unit it is about what was Singapore was like in the
past. There were some things I did not know until we went
to Sentosa. I did not know they lived in a village and I did not
know what the cinema looked like. I loved going to Sentosa.
- by Sanaya Sengupta
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Our Thoughts about Being in
Writing Sleuth - Student Perspective

Chitrangi: Being in Writing Sleuth is such fun as we get to
write about our personal recounts. We can write about
school/sports events, school trips, and so much more.
Jananee: Being in Writing Sleuth is so much fun. We have
the freedom to write whatever we want, like sports events,
school plays and so much more. Another great thing about
Writing Sleuth is that we can talk to our friends and have
fun as well as do our work and have so many people in the
school read our work. This was such fun and I hope to do it
again next year in the Bukit Timah campus.

Ayaka: Being in Writing Sleuth is an opportunity for us to
show other people how talented we are and how awesome
we are. I love writing about how things are going and it’s
a really good time for me to actually cooperate with other
people and not just the people I normally talk with. The
first time I came in Writing Sleuth, I didn’t know how to
write very well. I have started writing in Writing Sleuth
since the start of Year 6. I have had an exhibition which
you have to cooperate and from these practices, I was
able to be cooperative enough in Writing Sleuth. Being
in Writing Sleuth is amazing, but also challenging as well.
Augustine: I think Writing Sleuth is AMAZING because we
can write about whatever we like. I also like it because
it is fun collaborating with other people and making a
magazine for our school.
Piper: Writing Sleuth is very fun because we get to write
things about the school year and put it in the Phoenix
Times so everyone can know about it.

Rishav: “Being in Writing Sleuth was really fun, especially
working on different articles and working with new people.
It was fun working with Ms Riemer and looking at how the
final publications would look. It was fun finding out on how
magazines are made and how layouts look when they’re not
ready yet. Looking at what I can improve and asking others
on what they think about my work was great too. I liked
getting to choose the subjects that we’ll be working on. It
was one of the most fun CCA’s in the whole of Chatsworth
International School!”
Sanaya: Being Writing Sleth is fun especially when the article
is published. We get to write different things that happened
like UN day, sports day, Chatsworth got talent, all those
things. I enjoyed this CCA.
Conrad: I love being in Writing Sleuth because we have
the freedom to write about whatever we want (of course
within the boundaries of the school community). I also enjoy
working with people I have never worked with before. One
of my favorite moments in Writing Sleuth was when we had
the pizza party!

Pizza Party

Nadhira: “Being in writing sleuth was fun for me because
I learnt about new ways to write an article with partners
and writing about things that we like .”
Linh Dan: “Writing Sleuth has been an amazing role model
for me. It gives me opportunities to write an article even
though I have never written one before. Writing Sleuth
shows that our inner self is really talented and we can
never let it go away. I hope to be in Writing Sleuth next
year and I recommend it to all students of Chatsworth.”
Jacob: “Being in Writing Sleuth was so so so so fun
because we could write stuff that we all did in Chatsworth
International School and the other stuff like Sports Day,
cross country, netball, our country day (UN day). I liked
it because we got a chance to write what we want. It was
fun to talk to our friends while we do our writing. I chose
Writing Sleuth because I thought that it would be so so
much fun and I really like writing, so that is why I chose it.
Being in Writing Sleuth was super super super SUPER fun.

ME LIKE WRITING SLEUTH!

As a celebration of the publishing of the Primary Phoenix
Times first edition, the writing contributors had a pizza
party at lunch. Cheese and pepperoni pizzas were shared
by all and the writers were grateful for the chance to
celebrate. The pizza party was really awesome.
- by Maria Barreto Versolato
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Y6 Graduation

Y3 Passion Projects

The Year 6 graduation is on the 7th of June. It is when the
Year 6’s go from Primary to Secondary. There are traditions
for Chatsworth’s graduation.
The first one is that the Year 6’s eat outside of school with
their mums and dads. The second one is that the Year
6 teachers make a slideshow with one picture of each
student when they started primary school (3-4 years old.)
We also have a picture of the end of primary school.
The Y6 decided to sing ‘This is Me’ from the greatest
showman.
- by Ayaka Tsuzuki and Augustine Lemetter

Every Friday Y3.3 and Y3.4 get together for passion project.
We think of what we like and we turn it into a project.
Everyone is making something for example Piper Hale and
Cara Roberts are making an animal scrapbook, Sanaya
Sengupta is making a poem about rain.
Aanya Gupta and Mia Serong are making a prank book.
Everyone is having a lot of fun doing their passion projects.
The word passion means what you love to do. Passion
projects are a fun way to present and make something that
you love. Everyone is excited to continue their passion.

Ayaka Tsuzuki
(when she was young)

Augustine Lemetter
(when she was young)

Y6 Exhibition
In the end of Primary School, the Y6 did an Exhibition. This
year, we had a lot of amazing projects like a humongous
brain, a therapy box, a dance and more than you can think
of! We inquired into:
1. Stereotypes
2. Energy
3. Drug Addiction
4. Social Media
5. Technology Communication
6. Time
7. Prosthetics
8. Food Waste
9. Racism and Xenophobia
10. Art Therapy
11. Animal Therapy
12. Explorers
13. Space
14. Another group on Stereotypes

- by Sanaya Sengupta and Piper

The Year 6 students used the Main Hall, the Art Room
and the Music Room. In the Music Room, we had a dance
performance which was about Energy. In the Art Room,
we had the prosthetics cube, the Phoenix Board, the
Game, the Animal Therapy statues and journals hung
from the ceiling. In the Main Hall, we had the Installation,
Paintings, Art Therapy box, the Clock, the Brain and some
provocations(activities).
The Exhibition was on the 8th to the 10th of May. We hope
you have enjoyed our projects.
- by Ayaka Tsuzuki and Augustine Lemetter
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Consumerism

Persuative Writing - Plastic Waste

Consumers are always wanting new things and people are
not thinking about how to reduce, reuse, recycle products
that already exist in their lives.

Do you like to use plastic? If so,do you understand the
damage plastic can do to our world I think that we need
to take action and save a lot of animals and humans
from going extinct.The world has a crisis with the
amount of plastic used and this is very bad, the beaches
are being polluted and the world is looking uglier and
uglier by the year.

I think that people as consumers need to be mindful of what
they are going buy and learn to refuse products that they
don’t need.
People are demanding new things but little do they know that
if it keeps going they could bring the end. Not only does it
make global warming worst your spending to much money
on gadgets and you won’t have enough money to live. They
want it worst thing is when people get something new they
don’t recycle what they previously bought.
People are buying and buying just cause they want it. But
they should keep it till it doesn’t work or till it breaks. Humans
are a major threat to global warming because of the gadgets
people are buying.
Don’t buy the first thing you see think twice before you buy
and think would this hurt earth or will help global warming so
the earth gets full of carbon dioxide. Don’t buy a lot of things
that will affect the environment. don’t be one of those really
bad consumers in the world they are people that get the new
model of something every time it comes out even though
their old one works perfectly fine. Please be a responsible
consumer.
If you don’t agree with me it’s your choice let the world die or
stop Global Warming. Please be very mindful that we could
all be dead very soon if we don’t stop. I don’t want our world
to die out because of global warming I want the world to die
out of oldness or not die at all. Everybody has the right to live
in this world.
- by Isaac Windsor

In the Ocean there is about 5 to 13 million metric tons
of plastic in the sea the animals are getting much more
worse than we do, the animals decrease in numbers
every year and the most endangered species will
become extinct.The turtles are thinking that plastic
bags are jellyfish and are swallowing and choking on
them, fish turtles and sharks get caught in old fishing
nets and can’t swim also dolphins have this problem to
and are suffocating when the plastic cup holders get
caught around the neck and then they can also swallow
it to and if we don’t stop this the fish will all be polluted
and have diseases and then we can eat them and get
sick too this is also happening now but we just don’t
notice it and that is a big problem.
Reusing is one way that we can stop using too much
one-use plastic. We can reuse a lot of stuff and it can
stop many animals from going extinct. Plastic bags and
plastics bottles can be reused easily and if we can reuse
them, we are doing the world a big favour.
Another way to help the world is by doing the fourth R
the fourth R is refuse if we refuse we won’t use too much
plastic and you should not always use plastic bags.
I know that plastic products we use can be found
everywhere, and it is so easy to use it. However plastic
can be harmful to the earth that we live in and also it can
take the lives of many beautiful and harmless animals.
And we won’t see a lot of trees that give us oxygen and
sucks up the carbon dioxide to help us breath we need
all this stuff please help me save our world and live a
happy life.
- by Isabela Tilly Kelaart-Courtney

Racism & Xenophobia
Racism is when someone thinks someone else
thinks they are superior because of their different
race, nationality color and ethnicity. Racist people
are people who do mean acts to others. Racial
bullying is a type of racism where someone’s
bullying focuses on your race, ethnicity, nationality
or culture.
Xenophobia means dislike or fear of foreigners.
Xenophobia happens because people are to

scared to talk to others because they
are from a different race. Xenophobic
people are the people who are mostly
bullies.
Xenophobia happen because of
differences or religion. Xenophobia is
bad because you are just being mean to
other religions or people with different
skin tone.
- by Augustine Lemetter and Vanisha Agarwal
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Musical
Theme: ”Cinderella & Rockerfella”
This year’s theme for the musical was “Cinderella and
Rockerfella”, The show was performed on the 25th of May and
the 26th of May. The rehearsals have been going on for five
and a half months. It was a big success.
There were 2 Saturday rehearsals from 10 to 3pm. It was
rehearsed in the main hall and Sports Hall.
One of the things that I liked were the practices on Saturdays
because we got to learn more dances and songs.
The head of the production was Mr. Jake Eades and the other
head or the choreographer was Miss Serrin Smyth, They
worked very hard to organise the showcase.
Fairy Brigade:
Fairy Nasty Boots: Zara Waseem - Yr 7.3
Fairy Nuff: Majken Salokangas - Yr 4.3
Fairy Cake: Ruth Pallares - Y5.2
Fairy SaJolly Good Fellow: Lotem Tal - Yr 7.2
Fairy Liquid: Minelli Thanthrige - Yr 8.3
Fairy Godmother:Juanita Nezianya Yr 6.2
Offstage Inspector:Braylon Ma Yr 3.1
2 x warm up people: A
 lex Woods Yr 7.1 and Nina Issel Yr 8
Rocky 2 ( Dream Sequence ): T
 oby Sessions Yr 3.4
Cindy 2 (Dream Sequence ):Olliana Davies Yr 3.2
Town Crier:Greg Taylor Yr 7
Magazine Reporter: Y
 uval Karin Yr 7.2
PR and costume:Samantha Browne Yr 7.2
Paparazzi: A
 nusha Pandey Yr 3.1
Mirror:Isabela Tilly Kelaarts Courtney Yr 5.1
Stage Invader:Myah Ferraro Yr 7.3
Messenger:Veda Gupta Yr 7.1
Program Seller: M
 aia McKenna Yr 7.3
3 x town people: Tasha Bryant Yr 7.2, Veda Gupta Yr 7.1,
Anoushka Jha Yr 5.2
Naughty Kitty:Reese Hall Yr 8
Chorus:
Y3:
Rei Danielle Capanzana Villano
Pien Sakkers
Liam Cripps
Daniela Pereira Alves
Neev Vijay Kumar
Muhammad Rezki Ramadhan
Annika Banerjee
Hongrui Guo

Y4:
Gali Tal
Lian Vardi
Hania Kashif Khan
Anvika Iyengar
Julius Svenningsen

Y6:
Kyra Porritt
Seungyeon Lee
Jeeyeon Lee
Jorya Cheng
Miyu Nomura
Vanisha Agarwal
Tharunya Ashish
William Johnson

Secondary:
Sanjeevni Karla
Nandini Monga
Rhythm Singhal
Elvire Gremaud

Y5:
Tarah McKenna
Ethan Lowcay

Everyone had so much fun and all the people who attended
the show loved it
- by Linh Dan Do
Lead Roles:
Cinderella: Mila Bellancourt - Yr 8.3
Rockerfella/Prince Charming: Ryan Hay - Yr 7
Anastacia: Cindy Lin Xiaoxi - Yr 6.2
Augustina: Rotem Veinstein - Yr 6.1
Dan Deeny: Mia Serong - Yr 3.3
Buttons: Prahlad Jaiganesh - Yr 7.2
Teaser, the dog: Hannah Bempascuito - Yr 8
Y4:
Rio Takagi
Riko Nagaya
Hayato Kawasaki
Rishav Gupta

Y5:
Ailish Ma
Linh Dan Do
James Wood

Secondary:
Eve Williams
Mayumi Matoto-De Santo
Anusha Sairam
Lou Bellancourt
Samantha Browne
Some of the songs that we used for the showcase are:
• Everybody Wants to Rule the World - dancers only.
• By the Way - everybody; dancers, chorus, actors/actress.
• Fall Back Down - everybody; dancers, chorus, actors/actress.
• Girls just wanna have fun - everybody; dancers, chorus,
actors/actress.
• Let’s get this party started - everybody; dancers, chorus,
actors/actress.
• One way or another - everybody; dancers, chorus, actors/
actress.
• Boulevard of broken dreams - dancers only
• Final ( Party Rock Anthem )- everybody; dancers, chorus,
actors/actress.
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Bukit Timah Campus
Next year, the East campus will be closed and the Bukit Timah campus
will open. The Bukit Timah campus is currently being used by the German
European School Singapore, but they will be moving somewhere else to a
different campus. The Bukit Timah campus is a lot bigger in comparison to
the Orchard campus. The Bukit Timah campus is open to Primary students
as well as Secondary students, but all Secondary students have to go to the
new campus.
There are many new things in the new campus, like a huge basketball court,
an EY playground with many things to play with, a huge library with shelves
filled with many books. There is a gigantic canteen for many students, a
music room with as many instruments as you could name, and so much
more!
The Bukit Timah campus is going to be huge, as well as have many things
Orchard campus doesn’t have. I think it will be a great campus.
- by Jananee Jaiganesh

The Y4 Explorer’s Magazine
The Y4 magazine was what us Y4’s have been working on. We have been
working on the magazine for over 5 weeks. It includes fun games, like
Jumble where you basically jumble up words to a relevant subject and
the consumer has to unjumble the jumbled words.
We also had games of mystery where we had to figure out what explorer
profession are you? We had questions and points that if you add up
it would lead to an answer. We also had articles on famous explorers
including James Cook and Christopher Columbus.
Stella Berry came up the idea of having a magazine for our adventures and games that people could enjoy. Other
people came and thought that it was a good idea and joined in. Over 9 people joined in the work to make it happen.
Everybody was happy after it had been printed and published.
- by Rishav Gupta

U12 Girls Football
The Under 12 Girls Football is for the Year 6
and the Year 7. On the team there is…
- by Augustine Lemetter
Coach: Mr Luu
Team:
Yuval Karin
Lotem Tal
Zara Waseem
Maia Mckenna
Ivy Pham
Raya Yuguchi

Miyu Nomura
Nicole Carvalho
Rotem Veinstein
Tharunya Ashish
Elettra Khursheed
Augustine Lemetter
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U12 Boys Football

After our U11 football team won gold last season most
of the same team was selected for the U12 football team
which this time had a few Year 7s.

Book Week

We went into the season with high expectations but after
our first game which we lost 7-3 to the National Public
School we were looking more like we were going to be
underdogs this season. In our next few games we lost 8-2,
9-1, 10-3 and 13-1! We were very soon last in the division
and guaranteed not to win a medal.
But we still fought really hard throughout the season and
even though we lost every game we still had fun playing in
this tournament with our friends and teammates.
- by Conrad Scott
Team
Billy Miro (Captain)
Pranav Rao (Goalkeeper)
Aaron Nichols (Defender/Midfielder)
Aryan Gupta (Midfielder/Forward)
Barnaby Davies (Midfielder)
Conrad Scott (Defender/Forward)
Daniel Cho (Defender)
Eito Iguchi (Defender)
Muhammad Farel (Defender)
Harry Ashworth (Forward)
Isaac Windsor (Defender/Midfielder)
Koto Nakajima (Defender)
Nicolas Guzman (Midfielder)
Tarik Coura (Midfielder/Forward)

In book week, we have some fun events such as the
human library and the book parade.
The human library is where we can listen to a person’s
real life story. This year, we had Mr McCallum, a person
from google, Tharunya’s mother and a math teacher/
scientist. It is a place where people can talk about their
stories and their experience.
For the parade, we dress up as our favourite book
characters and we go around the school to show what
we wore and the books we chose from our favorite
authors! Most of the teachers dressed up as the Lorax,
the Blind Mice, Mr. Man and Little Miss Sunshine. The
parade was also cool because everyone could see what
we decided to dress. Most of the students dressed up
as Harry Potter and Hermione Granger.
Book Week is a place where we can share what our
favorite books are and know all the fantastic and
interesting books in the world!
- by Ayaka Tsuzuki and Jacob Gordon

The Netball Finals Divison 2
The netball finals were really exciting. Unfortunately for me, I was
not able to participate in the netball finals because I had injured
myself after the first 4 matches(the first 2 times we went to the
other school- Australian International School). But I’ve heard from
my friends (who are also in the netball team), that they won all the
matches.
We had won by 12-0 the first time we went to A.I.S. I was so
surprised with the score because I NEVER got a big score before!!!
Congratulations for a fun season!
- by Chitrangi Garg
Team:
Chitrangi Garg (Y5)
Seo Yun Kim (Y5)
Anoushka Jha (Y5)
Romane Aboulker (Y5)
Olive Nisar Cruickshank (Y5)

Olive Nisar Cruickshank (Y5)
Sahana Kaul (Y5)
Laila Horgan (Y6)
Zlata Petrenko(Y6)
Stanislava Petrenko (Y6)
Katrina Risha Hit (Y6)
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Author Visit - Earth Day
What is Earth day about?
Earth day is all about the environment and how we treat it. An author came in
and read her book out loud to the whole year 4 and lots of other year groups.
Why do we celebrate Earth day?
We celebrate Earth Day because we need to take care of the environment and all the
creatures that are in it.
Why did we combine it with a book day?
We like books that remind us about taking care of the environment!
How important is a book day?
Very important, because books remind us if the environment was full of garbage
all the animals would die and so would we. Also all the beaches would be gone!
Do we like Earth day?
Yes, we honestly do because we know how the animals feel like and so we
should help them. If you like looking at the green trees, well you won’t see it
anymore unless you help the environment and that would be so so so so sad!
- by Jacob Gordon

Class Representatives
What does Class Reps mean?
Class Rep means a person representing the class and sometimes the school.
What action do you have to take when you become the Class Rep?
You have to be responsible, respectful, honest, truthful, caring, principled, open-minded,
communicator, with good ideas, being able to listen to good ideas, balanced, Class reps have
big responsibilities and they have to be very careful to set a good example for the little kids.
The class reps (short for class representatives) starts from Year 3 to Year 6.
- by Augustine Lemetter, Ayaka Tsuzuki and Chitrangi Garg
Semester 1
Y3:
Adnan in 3.1, Oscar in 3.2,
Siddharth in 3.3, Tomer in 3.4

Semester 2
Y3:
Braylon in 3.1, Daniela in 3.2,
Piper in 3.3, Sanshray in 3.4

Y4:
Sienna in 4.1, Anvika in 4.2,
Raphael in 4.3

Y4:
Anya in 4.1, Nadhira in 4.2,
Anna in 4.3

Y5:
Natasha in 5.1, Emily in 5.2,
Devansh in 5.3

Y5:
Ailish in 5.1, Jack in 5.2,
Chitrangi in 5.3

Y6:
Nicole in 6.1, Ayaka in 6.2

Y6:
Augustine in 6.1, Ayat in 6.2
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The Swim Team

The swim team is a group of people who like to swim and represent the school
for matches which is when they join up together as a team to go to swim for
the school and to try and win games. They can win medals and sometimes even
trophies.
They had competitions against many schools; Dover Court, the Chatsworth East
campus, and so many more!
- by Augustine Lemetter and Chitrangi Garg
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